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Modifying metal electrodes with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) has promising applications in organic and molecular electronics. The two key electronic parameters are the modification of the electrode work function because of SAM adsorption and the alignment of the SAM conducting states relative to the metal Fermi level. Through a comprehensive density-functional-theory study on a series of organic thiols self-assembled on Au(111), relationships between the electronic structure of the individual molecules (especially the backbone polarizability and its response to donor/acceptor substitutions) and the properties of the corresponding SAMs are described. The molecular backbone is found to significantly impacts the level alignment; for molecules with small ionization potentials, even Fermi-level pinning is observed. Nevertheless, independent of the backbone, polar head-group substitutions have no effect on the level alignment. For the work-function modification, the larger molecular dipole moments achieved when attaching donor/acceptor substituents to more polarizable backbones are largely compensated by increased depolarization in the SAMs. The main impact of the backbone on the work-function modification thus arises from its influence on the molecular orientation on the surface. This study provides a solid theoretical basis for the fundamental understanding of SAMs and significantly advances the understanding of structure–property relationships needed for the future development of functional organic interfaces.

1. Introduction

Contacts between organic semiconductors and metals decisively determine the charge-carrier injection efficiencies in organic (opto)electronic devices. In order to improve charge injection, several surface treatments have been reported. One of the most attractive and promising ways is to modify the metal electrodes using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). Here, the SAM is sandwiched between the metal electrode and the active organic material and, thus, allows the effective work function of the electrode to be changed. This enables control of the charge-injection barriers between the electrode Fermi level ($E_F$) and the frontier electronic states in the organic semiconductor. However, it also introduces an additional tunneling resistance that is determined by the alignment of the electronic states within the SAM relative to the metal Fermi level ($E_F$). The latter also plays a decisive role in molecular electronics, where the SAM itself becomes the active component of the device. Consequently, the induced electrode work-function modification and the alignment of the SAM states relative to the metal Fermi
level constitute the two most important electronic quantities of SAMs in the context of organic and molecular electronics. Only a complete understanding of all factors determining these parameters will allow a systematic improvement of device performance.

The three main components of a SAM, which can be altered to tune its electronic properties, are the docking group, the backbone, and the head group (see Figure 1, top). We have discussed before how head-group substitutions and the choice of the docking group can be used to independently tune the work-function modification and level alignment. Here, we provide a comprehensive theoretical study illuminating the impact of the chemical nature of the backbone. Particular emphasis is laid also on the response of different backbone structures to head-group substitution with either electron-rich (donor) or electron-poor (acceptor) groups.

This is not only of practical relevance, but also crucial for obtaining a fundamental understanding of the electronic properties of SAMs in the context of organic and molecular electronics. Only a complete understanding of all factors determining these parameters will allow a systematic improvement of device performance.

The three main components of a SAM, which can be altered to tune its electronic properties, are the docking group, the backbone, and the head group (see Figure 1, top). We have discussed before how head-group substitutions and the choice of the docking group can be used to independently tune the work-function modification and level alignment. Here, we provide a comprehensive theoretical study illuminating the impact of the chemical nature of the backbone. Particular emphasis is laid also on the response of different backbone structures to head-group substitution with either electron-rich (donor) or electron-poor (acceptor) groups. This is not only of practical relevance, but also crucial for obtaining a fundamental understanding of the electronic properties of SAMs: it has been recently shown for biphenyl-thiol SAMs on Au(111).

2. Description of the Investigated Systems

2.1. The Molecules

The investigated molecules are depicted in the bottom part of Figure 1. The molecular properties of these backbones, which are key to understanding the interface energetics in the respective SAMs, are summarized in Table 1. Unless otherwise noted, the values refer to the backbones alone, that is, without head and docking groups.

Two approaches can be envisioned to avoid this effect: i) If the decoupling were merely a consequence of the aromatic character of the biphenyl backbone making it little susceptible to rearrange its electron cloud in response to donor or acceptor substitutions, it might prevent the head groups from “communicating” through the SAM with the metal/docking-group contact. This could be avoided by employing SAMs of molecules with a non-aromatic but fully \( \pi \)-conjugated backbone, where substitution with \( \pi \)-donors or -acceptors can be expected to have a more pronounced effect. ii) When investigating the packing-density dependence of the electronic structure of SAMs,\(^{[26,27]}\) Romano et al.\(^{[28,29]}\) observed a significant depolarization of dipolar molecules in monolayers induced by the dipole moments of neighboring molecules. If such a “screening” of the substituents by the backbone were responsible for the lack of changes in level alignment upon donor/acceptor head-group substitution, the situation should change in SAMs of molecules with less polarizable, nonconjugated backbones.

Thus, to elucidate the role of the backbone of SAM-forming molecules, we employed slab-type band-structure calculations\(^{[30]}\) based on density functional theory (DFT) on a systematic series of molecules self-assembled on Au(111). We specifically focused on a) whether the chemical nature and the polarizability of the backbone qualitatively changes the impact of donor/acceptor head-group substitutions on the level alignment, b) how the backbone itself impacts the level alignment, and c) to what extent the choice of the backbone affects the SAM-induced work-function modification. First, the properties of the isolated backbones are described in some detail, as they are the key “input parameters” for the present study. After discussing important issues regarding the structure of the various SAMs, we turn to the level alignment, analyze trends in the work-function modification, and finally, address the impact of the SAM packing density.
smaller by a factor of more than 2.5 and C2, T1, and T2 display intermediate values. A suitable parameter to characterize the potential impact of chemical substitution is the chemical hardness of a molecule.\textsuperscript{[36]} It is a measure for the ability of a molecule to resist changes of its electron cloud and is defined as half the difference of the chemical potential.\textsuperscript{[37]} As can be seen in Table 1, the chosen backbones span a wide range of chemical hardness. For example, for C1 it is nearly twice as large as for T3 and C3; C2 has the second largest hardness of the backbone in spite of its polarizability being slightly larger than that of T1 and T2.

The impact of the substitution on the molecules’ energy levels can be estimated by comparing the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energies of the bare backbones with those of the CN- and NH2-substituted ones. Substitution with the -CN group results in a stabilization of the occupied orbitals by up to -0.57 eV (for T2); only for C1, which contains no \( \varepsilon \)-electrons, the effect is significantly smaller. Interestingly, for T3 the change is only -0.51 eV in spite of the fact that this molecule has the highest long-axis polarizability (and the lowest chemical hardness). This hints towards the fact that it is not the “overall” polarizability of the backbone, expressed by \( \alpha_{zz} \), which matters for the substitution effect. The relevant quantity is rather the “local polarizability” in the region of the molecule where the substituent is attached. Substitution with the \( \pi \)-donor –NH2 results in a destabilization of the HOMOs, which is smaller for the thiophene-based systems as a consequence of the already electron-rich character of these backbones. What appears surprising at first glance is the very large destabilization of the HOMO by nearly 2 eV in the NH2-substituted alkane C1. A closer inspection, however, reveals that this is simply a consequence of the HOMO in C1-NH2 being localized on the substituent. As such, it does not constitute a continuous transport channel through the SAM. In fact, the highest lying delocalized state (of \( \pi \)-character) in C1 is almost unchanged upon NH2-substitution; its position is given in parentheses in Table 1.

The parameters most apparently influencing the magnitude of the SAM-induced work-function modification are the molecular dipole moments, \( \mu_{\text{CN}} \) and \( \mu_{\text{NH2}} \). For the –CN and –NH2 substituents, the dipoles point in opposite directions; moreover, the absolute values of the dipole moments of the CN-substituted molecules are significantly larger. The dipole moments are largest for the two most polarizable and least chemically hard backbones C3 and T3 and smallest for the least polarizable and chemically hardest backbone C1. This implies that—in addition to the intrinsic dipole moments of the substituents—a certain amount of charge is transferred to/from the backbone, which is more pronounced for the more polarizable, less chemically hard backbones (an aspect that has to be considered when later discussing depolarization effects). A charge transfer between substituent and backbone is also consistent with the electron-rich thiophene-based backbones having particularly large dipole moments when substituted with an acceptor.

In this context, however, it must be stressed that, apart from C2-CN, the dipole axes are not parallel to the long molecular axes (see values of \( \psi_{\text{CN}} \) and \( \psi_{\text{NH2}} \) in Table 1). The main reason for the variations in the dipole orientations is that, for all backbones apart from C2, the substituents point in directions different from the long molecular axes. As expected from the structure of the molecules sketched in Figure 1, this effect is most pronounced in C1 (\( \psi_{\text{CN},\text{C1}} = 32^\circ \)) and C3 (\( \psi_{\text{CN},\text{C3}} = 18^\circ \)); the reason for the smaller value in C3-CN is that the dipole is also in part located on the backbone as a result of head-group/backbone charge transfer (see above). The overall situation is slightly more complex for NH2-2, where an out-of-plane component of the dipole moment also exists, as the –NH2 group is not exactly coplanar with the backbone (i.e., it adopts a slightly pyramidal structure).

### Table 1: Molecular electronic properties of all investigated backbones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backbone</th>
<th>( IP [eV] )</th>
<th>( EA [eV] )</th>
<th>( \text{Hardness} [eV] )</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_{\text{HOMO}} [eV] )</th>
<th>( \alpha_{zz} ) ([\text{Bohr}^2])</th>
<th>( \Delta E_{\text{HOMO}} [eV] )</th>
<th>( \Delta E_{\text{HOMO}} [eV] )</th>
<th>( \mu_{C1} [D] )</th>
<th>( \psi_{\text{CN}} )</th>
<th>( \psi_{\text{NH2}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>-3.66</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>-6.99</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>2.00(-0.05)</td>
<td>-4.28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.30(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>-5.30</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-5.33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>-4.76</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>-6.02</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>-4.93</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-5.69(d)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.31(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>-4.80</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-5.52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>-4.57</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-6.23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( [a] \) Electron affinities are defined here as the total energy of the neutral system minus that of the negatively charged molecule. \( [b] \) Defined as the energy of the HOMO of the substituted system minus the energy of the HOMO of the unsubstituted system. \( [c] \) In the single-molecule optimizations of C1–NH2; a lower energy conformer with a dipole moment of 1.44 D is found; there, the plane of the –NH2 group is perpendicular to the plane of the backbone. This prevents an efficient mixing of the nitrogen lone pair with backbone states so that the –NH2 group largely loses its donating character. This molecular conformation is, however, found to be unfavorable on the surface, where a structure with the -NH2 plane close to coplanar with the backbone is found; therefore, we report here the molecular dipole moment for such a situation. \( [d] \) The fact that the T1 backbone is noncentrosymmetric has only a minor impact on the total dipole moment as can be inferred from the unsubstituted molecule having a dipole moment of only 0.48 D.

#### 2.2. Structure of the SAMs on the Surface

As a next step, details of the calculated adsorption geometries need to be discussed. In the present study, all molecules are supposed to
adsorb on the metal upon hydrogen removal from the thiol docking group. For reasons of consistency, the same $p(\sqrt{3} \times 3)$ surface unit cell containing two molecules has been assumed for all SAMs. There, the surface area per molecule is consistent with that found for alkane thiols (C1) on Au(111). Moreover, biphenylthiols are known to assemble in this unit cell on Au(111) in the characteristic herringbone pattern shown for S-C2-CN in Figure 2a.

To model an infinitely extended 2D-periodic surface, the repeated-slab approach was employed with five layers of gold atoms representing the Au(111) surface (see Experimental Section for further details). For the geometry optimizations, a recently developed scheme relying on internal coordinates was used in order to obtain reasonable estimates for the tilt angles of the long molecular axes relative to the surface normal. This proved necessary because with common optimizers relying on Cartesian coordinates very different optimum structures are obtained. These are all higher in energy even when enforcing very tight convergence criteria. The main deviations are found for the tilt angles of the molecular axes with respect to the surface normal, $\gamma$, because they correspond to extremely soft degrees of freedom. Importantly, variations in $\gamma$ have an immediate consequence for the directions of the molecular dipole moments, as shown for the examples of S-C1-CN, S-C2-CN, and S-C3-CN in Figure 2c, d, and e, respectively.

We note that even with internal coordinate optimization a number of different local-minimum structures are found that are very close in energy (within 0.16 eV; see Supporting Information). For example, in the NH$_2$-substituted systems different conformations exist with different orientations of the slightly pyramidal substituent. Moreover, for the most loosely packed system (C3 backbone with the less bulky-CN substituent, S-C3-CN) we find a layered conformation of the backbones (Fig. 2b) to be energetically preferable over the herringbone structure (Fig. 2a). In the following, results obtained for the lowest-energy conformations will be reported; results for other local-minimum conformations can be found in the Supporting Information. However, one should keep in mind that, at room temperature, it cannot be excluded that domains exist in which other low-energy structures are present; a complete scanning of the highly complex potential energy surfaces for all investigated systems is beyond present computational possibilities.

3. Electronic Structure of SAMs Bonded to the Au(111) Surface

3.1. Level Alignment

To introduce all relevant quantities and to illustrate their interrelation, the plane-averaged electron potential energy for a SAM of S-C3-NH$_2$ bonded to the five-layer gold slab is shown as an example in the left panel of Figure 3. $E_F$ is the Fermi energy of the...
system (controlled by the metal); $E^\text{left}_{\text{vac}}$ and $E^\text{right}_{\text{vac}}$ are the vacuum levels at the left and right sides of the slab; $IP_{\text{SAM}}$ is the ionization potential of the SAM; $\Phi_{\text{Au}}$ is the work function of Au(111), and $\Delta \Phi$ is the SAM-induced work-function modification. From the molecular density of states (MDOS, that is, the density of states projected onto the region of the SAM) shown in the right panel of Figure 3, the position of the highest occupied $\pi$-states (HOPS) can be determined. For the sake of consistency, the highest fully delocalized state in C1 is also referred to as HOPS although it is actually of $\sigma$-character (see Section 2.1).

The most relevant quantity for charge-carrier injection into the SAM is $\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}}$, the energetic position of the HOPS relative to $E_F$. In principle, a similar reasoning holds also for the lowest unoccupied $\pi$-states (LUPS), which determine the electron-injection barriers. However, as DFT is known to poorly describe unoccupied molecular orbitals, we refrain from explicitly discussing the corresponding quantities in the present manuscript. The level alignment for all backbones with donor and acceptor substituents is summarized in Table 2. For each backbone, $\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}}$ is virtually independent of the substituent, whereas appreciable differences in $IP_{\text{SAM}}$ are found between CN- and NH2-substituted SAMs (calculated to be as high as 5.42 eV for T1). Remarkably, this behavior is observed in spite of the strongly varying backbone properties including IPs, HOMO energies, dipole moments, and, most notably, also polarizabilities and chemical hardness. In all systems investigated here, the substituents only affect the potential landscapes at the head-group side (and thus $E^\text{left}_{\text{vac}}$). They have no direct impact on the metal/SAM interface in densely packed monolayers.

What does, however, have a significant impact on the level alignment is the chemical structure of the backbone itself (independent of any head-group substituent): As seen in Table 2, $\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}}$ is largest for the aliphatic backbone C1, intermediate for the aromatic system C2, and smallest for the non-aromatic conjugated systems (C3, T1, T2, and T3). A more systematic picture evolves when plotting $\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}}$ as a function of the HOMO energy of the isolated backbones ($E_{\text{HOMO}}$ from Table 1). The results for the CN-substituted SAMs are shown in Figure 4; the plot for the –NH2 substituents (not shown) looks almost parallel to the one for C1. What is most striking, however, is that the data for C1 and the other CN-substituted backbones collapse onto a single curve: $\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}}$ decreases as $E_{\text{HOMO}}$ increases. This finding implies that, in addition to the docking group,[21,25] the choice of the molecular backbone is also a viable parameter for...
tuning $\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}}$. That is, varying the chemical structure of the backbone allows the tunnel barrier from electrodes through SAMs into an active organic material in plastic electronic devices to be adjusted and, furthermore, allows the current–voltage characteristics of single-molecule junctions to be modified.

A quantity that is affected by both the type of the backbone and the head-group substituent is $IP_{\text{SAM}}$ (see Table 2). $IP_{\text{SAM}}$ is related to the SAM-induced work-function change, $\Delta \Phi$, as well as to $\Phi_{\text{Au}}$ and the $\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}}$ via $\Delta \Phi = IP_{\text{SAM}} + \Delta E_{\text{HOPS}} - \Phi_{\text{Au}}$ (see Fig. 2). The very different dependence of $IP_{\text{SAM}}$ and $\Delta E_{\text{HOPS}}$ on substitution and backbone hints towards a strong effect of the SAM chemical structure on $\Delta \Phi$, which will be analyzed in the following section.

### 3.2. Work-Function Modification

When trying to systematically link $\Delta \Phi$ to both the backbone properties and substituents, a complex situation evolves. One can expect $\Delta \Phi$ to depend on three interwoven factors:

i) The magnitude of the molecular dipole moments, $\mu$: We recall that $\mu$ is given by the intrinsic dipole moments of the substituents plus the dipoles induced by the charge transfer between the backbones and the donor/acceptor head-group substituents; the latter is governed by the (local) polarizability of the backbone. The macroscopic quantity $\Delta \Phi$ is related to the microscopic molecular parameter $\mu$ through the Helmholtz equation, which states that $\Delta \Phi$ is proportional to $\mu$ per surface area A, namely, the area per molecule.

ii) The orientation of the individual molecular dipole moments relative to the surface normal: This is a crucial parameter as only the component of the molecular dipole moments perpendicular to the surface, $\mu_z = \mu \cdot \cos(\beta)$, enters the Helmholtz equation $\Delta \Phi = -e \cdot \mu_z/(\varepsilon_0 A)$. Here, $\beta$ denotes the angle between $\mu$ and the surface normal, $\varepsilon$ is the elementary charge, and $\varepsilon_0$ the vacuum permittivity.

iii) Depolarization effects: In a 2D arrangement of polarizable dipoles (all out-of-plane dipole components aligned in parallel), the dipole moment of each molecule is reduced compared to that of one isolated molecule. Each dipole induces oppositely oriented dipoles in all neighbors. This gives rise to significant packing-induced charge rearrangements, which are located both on the substituent and throughout the backbone. This results in a net depolarization in SAMs of dipolar molecules and, thus, in a less pronounced work-function modification. Naturally, the magnitude of this effect depends on the polarizability of the backbones. More precisely, again only the local polarizability in the vicinity of the substituent matters in densely packed SAMs (see point (i) in this discussion).

The work-function modifications for all the investigated systems are given in Table 2 together with the orientations of the molecules in the SAM. The latter are specified by the angles between the surface normal and the long molecular axes ($\gamma$), the substituent axes ($\theta$), and the dipole axes ($\beta$), which generally do not coincide with each other. The average angles for the two non-equivalent molecules in the unit cell are reported. To elucidate the correlation between the molecular dipole moment and the achieved work-function change, $\Delta \Phi$ is plotted as a function of the absolute value of $\mu_{\text{CN}}$ and $\mu_{\text{NH2}}$ (taken from Table 1) in Figure 5 (solid black symbols). As expected, the CN-substitution results in a work-function increase, while NH2-substitution leads to a decrease of $\Phi$. The absolute magnitude of $\Delta \Phi$ is similar for both types of substitution, which might be unexpected at first glance considering the larger molecular dipole moments of the CN-substituted molecules (Table 1). It can, however, be explained by the contributions from the thiol docking groups (not considered when calculating the molecular dipole moments) and by the bond-dipoles resulting from the charge rearrangements at the metal/SAM interface upon S–Au bond formation and hydrogen removal.

What is even more surprising is the fact that there is hardly any correlation between the total molecular dipole moments ($\mu_{\text{CN}}$ and $\mu_{\text{NH2}}$) and $\Delta \Phi$ (point (i) from above). Similarly, no clear trends are found when, for example, plotting $\Delta \Phi$ as a function of the energy of the molecular HOMO (i.e., in a plot analogous to Fig. 4 (not shown)). The correlation is somewhat improved when plotting the work-function modification as a function of only the perpendicular component, $\mu_z$, of the molecular dipole (crossed symbols in Fig. 5). In this case, the orientation of the dipole moments is also considered (point (ii) from above). The largest relative differences between $\mu_{\text{CN}}/\mu_{\text{NH2}}$ and the respective $\mu_z$ are found in the CN-based systems (Table 2), as one might already have expected from the fact that in these molecules the dipole axes deviate most strongly from the long molecular axes.

Remarkably, by far the clearest trend in the evolution of the work-function modification is found when plotting $\Delta \Phi$ as a function of the cosine of $\beta$, the angle between the molecular dipole moments and the surface normal (Fig. 6). The latter is calculated for isolated NH2- or CN-substituted backbones in the same geometry as they normally adopt in the SAM. A strong correlation and a near-linear dependence of $\Delta \Phi$ on $\cos(\beta)$ is observed; the dashed lines in Figure 6 are linear fits to all the data points within...
the same head group. This is insofar unexpected as the actual magnitude of the molecular dipole moments is not considered in this figure. This indicates that the chemical nature of the backbone has no direct impact on $\Delta \Phi$ and that the orientation of the molecular dipole moment with respect to the surface normal is, in fact, the dominant parameter for the work-function modification. To ensure that this observation is not an artifact of some sort, we calculated $\Delta \Phi$ for a second set of molecular orientations, namely the ones obtained from geometry optimizations in Cartesian coordinates. As discussed in Section 2.2, they do not correspond to actual minimum structures with respect to the molecular tilt angle but, as the geometries are otherwise converged and very likely accessible at room temperature, this does not compromise the appropriateness of this test. The resulting values for $\Delta \Phi (\cos(\beta))$ are shown as small open circles in Figure 6; reassuringly, they follow the same linear evolution.

To understand how variations of the molecular dipole moments across different backbones can be of only minor significance, one has to remember the origin of those variations and one also needs to consider the last of the above-mentioned factors, depolarization: we recall that the molecular dipole moments are a combination of the intrinsic dipole moments of the substituent groups and the induced dipoles arising from charge transfer between the substituents and backbones. The latter increases with increasing (local) backbone polarizability. However, depolarization effects also increase with backbone polarizability, as a result, the effective dipole moment per molecule in the SAM is largely reduced. The data shown in Figure 6 then imply that the component of the molecular dipole, which is related to backbone/head-group charge transfer, and the “counter-dipole”, induced by the electric field generated by all neighboring dipolar molecules (as a result of the substituent and induced dipoles), largely cancel each other out in the systems studied here (at least at full coverage, see below). We note that, furthermore, two additional effects are superimposed on the mechanism just described which can, in part, be held responsible for the remaining scatter in $\Delta \Phi$. The bond-dipole at the metal/SAM interface related to charge rearrangements upon hydrogen cleavage and S–Au bond formation\[21,22\] exhibits a certain tilt-angle dependence\[43,49\] and the dipole arising from the pinning of the HOPS (Section 3.1) has an impact on $\Delta \Phi$ as well.

For the design of SAMs that promote carrier injection into organic electronic devices these findings underline that control over the orientation of the dipolar substituents is vitally important for predictably tuning the SAM-induced work-function modification; we emphasize that this orientation, albeit related to the backbone structure, is not the same parameter as the backbone orientation itself. Once structural control is achieved, varying the dipole orientation by choice of backbone opens up the possibility of also optimizing the substituents with regard to parameters other than their dipole moment, for instance, hydrophobicity/-philicity or (bio)chemical reactivity. However, it has to be borne in mind that the backbone orientation ($\gamma$) and, thus, also the dipole orientation ($\beta$) are very soft structural degrees of freedom. Therefore, one can expect significant dynamic fluctuations of $\gamma$, $\beta$, and, consequently, also $\Delta \Phi$ at finite temperatures.

### 3.3. The Impact of Coverage

To better illustrate the impact of the backbone on depolarization effects and, furthermore, to assess the consequences of disorder, imperfections, and/or reduced coverage (often encountered in experiments), we consider the packing-density dependence of the work-function modification in the following. To that end, as a simplified model case, molecules are successively removed from a large supercell\[10,11\] in analogy to the procedure previously described in the literature.\[28\] There, it has been shown that depolarization indeed leads to a pronounced packing-density dependence of both the level alignment and work-function modification in biphenyl-based SAMs (C2).

Here, we extend that study to different backbones (Fig. 1) by evaluating $\Delta \Phi$ for the SAM-covered Au surfaces at coverages between $T = 1/16$ and $T = 1$, with 1 referring to densely packed layers. The quantity $\Delta \Phi(T)/T$ is an approximate measure for how large the work-function modification would be at full coverage, if there was only the amount of depolarization present that one encounters at coverage $T$. Assuming close to zero depolarization at $T = 1/16,19$, the value for $\Delta \Phi (1/16)/(1/16)$ serves as an estimate of how large the work-function modification could become in the absence of depolarization.

The evolution of $\Delta \Phi(T)/T$ normalized to the values calculated at full coverage (i.e., the values reported in Table 2) is shown in Figure 7 for the -NH2 substituent. The significance of depolarization effects becomes obvious. Already for the “reference system” C2, the achievable work-function modification at full coverage would be a factor of around 3.4 larger in the absence of depolarization.\[51\] For the more polarizable backbones the effect is even more pronounced with depolarization being strongest for T3. There, the work-function modification at full coverage would be larger by a factor of about 5.2 in the absence of depolarization.

These results confirm the importance of depolarization effects on the achievable work-function modification in dipolar SAMs...
with backbones of varying polarizability. Furthermore, they illustrate the sizable impact of static disorder, that is, deviations from the ideally ordered, densely packed SAM structure, which are likely to appear in addition to the dynamic fluctuation of $\Delta \Phi$ discussed before.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a comprehensive first-principles study on SAMs of organic thiols on Au(111) surfaces. In particular, we have elucidated the role of the backbone polarizability on the alignment of the SAM states with the metal Fermi level, the effect of donor/acceptor head-group substitutions, and the SAM-induced modification of the metal work function. For densely packed SAMs, we have found that the electron-donating or-withdrawing character of the head-group substitutions has no impact on the level alignment, regardless of backbone properties. Different HOMO positions resulting from the nature of the backbone, however, do significantly affect the level alignment until pinning of the Fermi level close to the highest occupied delocalized states is observed for backbones characterized by small ionization potentials.

For all backbones, an increase of the work function for CN head-group substitutions and a decrease for NH$_2$-substitutions was consistently observed. Surprisingly, the orientation of the molecular dipole moments (largely localized on these head groups) and not the magnitude of the backbone-dependent, induced molecular dipole moments is identified as the dominant factor for the work-function modification when comparing different backbones. This is attributed to the canceling of two factors, namely the larger substituent-induced dipole moment in more polarizable backbones and the concurrent increase of depolarization in densely packed SAMs.

As the orientation of the molecules relative to the surface normal represents a rather soft degree of freedom, significant dynamic fluctuations of the work function can be expected at finite temperature. Moreover, deviations from the ideal SAM structure are shown to affect the work function in a nontrivial manner because of the complex coverage dependence of the involved depolarization phenomena.

For molecular design, our findings underline that the chemical structure of the backbone is an important parameter determining the tunnel barriers through SAMs. Moreover, through the interrelation between backbone structure and dipole-moment orientation, variation of the backbone allows for tuning the charge-injection barriers from electrodes into the active organic materials in plastic electronic devices.

5. Experimental

All calculations presented here are based on DFT. For calculations of monolayers on Au(111), the Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) version 4.6 [52–54] with a plane-wave basis set at an energy cutoff of 20 Ryd was used. The PW91 exchange-correlation functional [55] was used together with the projector augmented-wave method (PAW) to describe valence–core interactions [56,57]. A Monkhorst–Pack [58] k-point grid of $(8 \times 5 \times 1)$ was applied in full coverage for the self-consistent field calculations in combination with a second-order Methfessel–Paxton occupation scheme for the density of states (DOS) with a broadening of 0.2 eV [59]. All calculations were carried out in a non-spin-polarized manner. For reduced coverage calculations, we followed the process used in a previous study, where larger surface supercells are considered and molecules are successively removed from those supercells [28]. The geometries of those supercells at reduced coverage are not re-optimized as then the effects of depolarization would be superseded by the impact of increased tilt angles at low coverage.

In the geometry optimizations, all atoms of the molecules and the top two Au layers were fully optimized until the remaining forces were less than 0.01eV Å$^{-1}$; the bottom three Au layers were kept fixed at their bulk positions. When performing geometry optimizations in Cartesian coordinates using the damped molecular dynamics scheme implemented in VASP, calculations became trapped at saddle points or local minima (data given in the Supporting Information). In contrast, optimization in internal coordinates is known to be particularly suited for identifying the minimum of the potential surface with respect to soft degrees of freedom such as the tilt angle of the SAM molecules. Consequently, as this angle proved to be a crucial parameter for a reliable description of the SAM-induced work-function modifications, a recently developed optimization scheme based on internal coordinates was used [41]. As discussed in the main text and exemplified in the Supporting Information, several structures at local minima can also be identified as having very similar total energies. As these minima are characterized for instance by different orientations of the slightly pyramidal -NH$_2$ groups (and thus differing local dipoles), they are characterized by different values for $\Delta \Phi$. Considering these complications (i.e., the large number of energetically close-lying local minima), one cannot be absolutely sure that, in spite of our considerable efforts, we always succeeded in identifying the global minimum structures. Moreover, in view of the minute dependence of the total energy on the tilt angle, minor variations in the applied methodology could already change that parameter noticeably. None of these aspects affect the fundamental conclusions drawn, but to ensure full reproducibility of our results, we have included the coordinate files for all those minimum-energy conformations in the Supporting Information for which the data described in the main text were obtained.

To identify the HOPS, that is, the highest occupied molecular states in the SAM that are fully delocalized along the backbone, it must be borne in mind that, because of lateral electronic interaction between the molecules in the SAM, weakly dispersing 2D bands are formed from the orbitals of the free molecules. Together with metal/molecule interactions, this gives rise
to a broadening of the corresponding peaks in the density of states of the entire Au-slab/SAM system projected onto the molecular region (MDOS). Analyzing the local DOS (LDOS) integrated in an energy window around the highest-energy MDOS peaks allows confirmation of the delocalized nature of the corresponding states (see Supporting Information).

Following this procedure, the HOPS energy was determined as the position of the MDOS peak closest to $E_F$ for all systems apart from C1, where the third-closest peak was found to be fully delocalized along the backbone (see Supporting Information). Additionally, the influence of the broadening factor in the Methfessel–Paxton occupation scheme was tested (see Supporting Information). Its impact on the determined HOPS position was found to be in the range of 0.05 eV and, therefore, of minor importance for level alignment and pinning.

The properties of isolated molecules were calculated using the Gaussian 03 Rev. E.01 program suit [60]. The PW91/PW91 exchange-correlation functional (including diffuse basis functions) yielded similar trends. Even if some of the molecules (e.g., the substituted biphenyls) are twisted in their geometries, they were optimized with all backbones forced to be planar. This is reasonable since all backbones adopt a planar structure in SAMs. Even so, if some of the molecules (e.g., the substituted biphenyls) are twisted in the gas phase, test calculations using the B3LYP functional and including diffuse basis functions yielded similar trends.
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